52. Scale to Measure Agricultural Risk Orientation


Statements

1. I am confident on my ability to take challenges for any types of agricultural risk. (+)

2. I dislike using any agricultural risk creating methods. (-)

3. I am ready to bear risk for high profit in agriculture. (+)

4. I like to take challenge in adopting costly agricultural methods. (+)

5. I like to follow only those methods which are successfully accepted by other farmers. (-)

6. I feel people with in tented risk bearing capacity are always stepping the top. (+)

7. I feel fear that something unexpected might damage my plans of adopting new Agricultural technology. (-)

8. I can minimize the consequence of risk in agriculture by proper planning. (+)

9. I can reduce the effect of any risk in agriculture by proper execution. (+)

10. I feel that accepting realistic risk in agriculture is not always hazardous resolution. (+)

Value of Reliability: 0.73